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undefined local variable or method `e' for #<Host::Managed> object
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Description

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Bug #20118: Provisioning VM via foreman-vmware compute r... Closed

Associated revisions

Revision 9929ba20 - 03/06/2019 12:59 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
Fixes #26209 - undefined method 'e' in compute

History

#1 - 03/04/2019 07:32 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
Steps to reproduce:
- Add any host
- Remove vm associated with this host
- Edit this host and do modification
- On save getting an error - undefined local variable or method 'e' for #<Host::Managed> object.

#2 - 03/04/2019 07:46 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6534 added

#3 - 03/04/2019 07:47 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Related to Bug #20118: Provisioning VM via foreman-vmware compute resource results in "Mac not set" even when provided and then "undefined method 'merge' for nil:NilClass" when submitting a second time. added

#4 - 03/06/2019 01:02 PM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 9929ba20ed525fb5b189707f953cacb5f56876b1.

#5 - 03/06/2019 01:07 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Fixed in Releases 1.21.1, 1.22.0 added
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